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European Beech:
Durable, Sustainable, and Versatile
Presented By: Pollmeier Inc.
10200 SW Greenburg Road
Portland, OR 97223
Description: Discusses the benefits of using more wood, not less, to lower carbon emissions and tackle
climate change, and identifies what sustainable hardwood species are the most abundant and where
some of the best managed, certified hardwood forests are located. The physical and performance
properties of European beech are compared to eight other temperate hardwoods.
To ensure the accuracy of this program material, this course is valid only when listed on AEC Daily’s
On-line Learning Center. Please click here to verify the status of this course.
If the course is not displayed on the above page, it is no longer offered.
The American Institute of Architects · Course No. AEC563 · This program qualifies for 1.0 HSW/SD/LU hour.
AEC Daily Corporation is a Registered Provider with The American Institute of Architects Continuing Education Systems (AIA/CES). Credit(s)
earned on completion of this program will be reported to AIA/CES for AIA members. Certificates of Completion for both AIA members and nonAIA members are available upon request. This program is registered with AIA/CES for continuing professional education. As such, it does not
include content that may be deemed or construed to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA of any material of construction or any method
or manner of handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material or product. Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services
will be addressed at the conclusion of this presentation.

This course is approved by other organizations. Please click here for details.
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How to use this On-line Learning Course
• To view this course, use the arrows at the bottom of each slide or the up and down
arrow keys on your keyboard.
• To print or exit the course at any time, press the ESC key on your keyboard. This will
minimize the full-screen presentation and display the menu bar.
• Within this course is an exam password that you will be required to enter in order to
proceed with the on-line examination. Please be sure to remember or write down this
exam password so that you have it available for the test.
• To receive a certificate indicating course completion, refer to the instructions at the end
of the course.
• For additional information and post-seminar assistance, click on any of the logos and
icons within a page or any of the links at the top of each page.
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Learning Objectives
At the end of this program, participants will be able to:
•

identify ten available and sustainable temperate hardwood species and the percentage
of the hardwood forest they represent in the world

•

define which temperate hardwoods are the most durable, machinable, color-uniform,
finishable, and affordable

•

list and describe a wide range of interior applications where hardwoods could and
should be used over high carbon-producing, non-sustainable products, like plastic,
aluminum, steel, concrete, and synthetic materials

•

describe key environmental benefits of using more hardwoods over other building
materials

•

compare the carbon footprint of hardwoods to other materials used in all types of
interior environments, and

•

name two major forest certification systems and the percentage each represents of the
total certified sustainable forested area in the world.
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Life Cycle Assessment: Wood and Wood Products
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is an internationally accepted scientific method that is used
to analyze and measure the impact a building product and its services have on our
environment through all stages of its life, from being a raw material to its end-of-life
disposal. More specifically, LCA considers the impact of a material or product during three
specific phases: production (considers material extraction, production, and transportation),
in-use (considers energy use, thermal properties, and maintenance requirements), and
end-of-life (considers recyclability, recovery, and disposal).
LCA reports enable specifiers and architects to make informed decisions on whether a
particular building material is appropriate for a specific design, application, and location.
But, depending on their origins, it may not always be possible to compare the LCA of
similar products and materials from different countries because factors such as climate,
infrastructure, building methods, and energy sources, etc. influence the overall analysis.
However, many LCA studies have shown that wood and wood-based products have
unique properties and a lighter environmental footprint compared to that of other building
materials used for the same purpose.

Sources: “Tackle Climate Change: Use Wood.” www.naturallywood.com/sites/default/files/Tackle-Climate-Change-Use-Wood.pdf “Tackle
Climate Change: Use Wood.” www.cei-bois.org/files/b03500-p01-84-ENG.pdf See Resources slide for more information.
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Protecting the Environment
Every tree in the forest produces wood in the course of its lifetime. Apart from sunlight
and the nutrients of the soil dissolved in water, trees need carbon dioxide, CO2, to thrive.
Carbon dioxide, a commonly known greenhouse gas, is largely responsible for climate
change. During their growth cycles, trees are constantly extracting large quantities of CO2
from the atmosphere and storing it as carbon in the wood. Additionally, oxygen is
produced along the way, which is all-important for animal and human life. Using wood
from sustainable forestry is storing the greenhouse gas CO2 in wood products, while new
trees can grow back on the same forest area. This is an important contribution to active
climate protection.
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Protecting the Environment
Passive climate protection by means of saving energy:
• When producing construction wood or wood as raw
material, only a fraction of the energy is needed
compared to the production of steel, aluminum,
concrete or plastics, and thus, considerably less CO2
is discharged in the process. In addition to its property
as an “active” storer of CO2, wood is therefore also a
“passive climate protector” by saving valuable energy
resources, and is thus ecologically far superior to the
competing materials.
• Even the best product will eventually reach the end of
its lifespan, and even then, wood products are
especially environment-friendly—whereas products
made from fossil commodities end up as an
ecological problem when time comes for their
disposal. Wood is natural and organic and is a CO2neutral source of energy when burnt as fuel.
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Wood Is Good: Trees Are the Answer
Wood is the only carbon-negative, sustainable building product there is. Trees sequester
over 50% of their weight in carbon, making them naturally carbon-negative. Up to 80% of
carbon emissions can be saved by using more wood in construction, about one ton per
cubic meter of wood used. The results in this graph include the preparing for and gathering
of raw materials, primary and secondary manufacturing and transportation to create one
metric ton of that material.

Source:
Architectural Woodwork
Institute. www.awinet.org
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Wood Is Good: Trees Are the Answer
Wood products use less energy in production than other building materials.

Source: Lawson, Bill. Building Materials, Energy and the Environment: Towards Ecologically Sustainable Development. The Royal Australian
Institute of Architects, 1996.
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Wood Is Good: Trees Are the Answer
When compared to other building materials used for the same purpose, wood:
•

has the lowest amount of toxins (carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, particulates, nitrogen
oxide, hydrocarbons)

•

uses the least amount of water in its production process*, and
Steel vs. Wood
Water savings in using wood over steel when framing a house

•

Minneapolis home

Wood frame

Steel frame

Difference

% Change

Water emission index (index scale)

3

29

26

867%

has the best insulation factor which results in lower energy use.
•
•
•

6 times more efficient than brick
8 times more efficient than concrete
400 times more efficient than steel

Source: *Forest Products Journal, Vol. 54, No. 6. 2004. www.corrim.org/pubs/articles/2004/FPJ_Sept2004.pdf See Resources slide for more
information.
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Wood: An Everyday Commodity
The history of human culture is intrinsically tied to the manifold usage of wood. Still today,
wood is unsurpassed in its diversity and remains an omnipresent companion of everyday
life. In addition to the classical uses as a material for construction and handicraft, it has its
share in building boats, in insulating wall panels, in producing toys and sports equipment
and as a resonator for manufacturing musical instruments.
Neither modern logistics in the age of the container can do without wooden pallets, boxes
and packaging, nor can the production of wine, sherry and whiskey be conceivable without
the classical wooden cask. But a great many everyday products like paper, tissues,
cardboard boxes and even clothes made from viscose originate from one of the most
versatile raw materials of our time.
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Wood Is Good
Wood is…
•

natural (Solid wood only needs to be cut and dried; no further processing is required.)

•

renewable (Over 50% more trees growing in Europe and North America compared to
100 years ago.)

•

sustainable (Europe and North America, where over 70% of all the wood products are
made, have the most sustainable forestry systems in the world. Areas where wood
products are valued, (people) value their forests and practice sustainable forestry.)

•

recyclable (End-of-life recovery means wood products can be recycled and made into
something similar or can be burned for a natural fuel. This fuel source saves using
products that are not sustainable, or not carbon-neutral like wood is. Also, no more
carbon is emitted than the tree took in during its growth period.), and

•

biodegradable (Wood products can go back to the earth as they rot and decay, to
make soil amendments for gardens and animal bedding, etc.).
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Wood Availability in Europe
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Where Are the Trees Growing?
Only Europe has shown positive growth in the total forested areas over the last 20 years.
Annual Net Change in Forest Area (million ha per year)

Ocenia

North &
Central
America

Europe

Asia

Africa

South
America

Source: “Global Forest Resources Assessment 2005.” Forestry Paper 147. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/008/A0400E/A0400E03.pdf See Resources slide for more information.
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Tropical Forests in the World
Points to consider regarding tropical forests in the southern hemisphere include that:
• of the 55% of all trees that are burned or used for fuel, 89% of these processes occurs
in the southern hemisphere
• the area contains less than 10% of the world’s certified forests
• forest growth in 15 years is -10%, and 20% of the forest was lost between the years
1960 and 1990
• the top three illegal logging/deforestation hot spots are located in the tropical forests,
and
• this area produces less than 25% of the world’s wood products.
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Temperate Hardwoods in the World
Points to consider regarding the growth and the location of temperate hardwoods in the
world include:
• they consume less than 11% of world’s wood fuel
• Europe is ranked first followed by North America for positive forest growth.
• 89% of the world’s certified forests yield temperate hardwoods, and
• they produce over 75% of all the world’s wood products.
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Trend Toward European Beech
Points to consider regarding the growth and the location
of European forests include that:
• 46% of Europe’s land cover is forest (2001)
• the annual forest cover change is 880,000 ha/year =
3,400 mi^2 per year (1990–2000)
• forests have been expanding since the mid 19th and
20th centuries as a result of a natural extension of
agriculture land use to forestry and plantation
programs, and a severe limitation on the conversion of
forests to other land use
• 47% of European forests are privately owned, the
majority by ownership of <5 ha (<12 acre), and
• Europe has a long history of human forest
management—most forest is “semi-natural.” For
example, Germany has almost 300 years of
sustainable forest management, and now serves as a
role model for sustainable forest practices.

Total European forest cover (2000)

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Website. www.unece.org/trans/danger/publi/ghs/ghs_welcome_e.html
“Structural, Compositional and Functional Aspects of Forest Biodiversity in Europe.” www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/timber/docs/dp/dp-22.pdf
See Resources slide for more information.
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Distribution of European Beech in 2006
European beech makes up almost 50% of the hardwood forest in Europe, and is the most
available and sustainable certified hardwood in the world.
Germany is located right in the middle of the beech forest area, which is largely confined to
Europe. About 57% of the German hardwood forests are currently dominated by beech
trees. This corresponds to an area of 1.89 million hectares. Over the past years, the beech
forest area has increased by 150,000 hectares.
Due to the largely near-natural forest management,
German beech forests have emerged to be the
prime example of sustainable and multifunctional
forestry. Beech forests stand by as a space
for recreation and serve as habitat for plants and
animals. At the same time, high-quality beech
timber is produced.

Source: “Buchenwälder” (Beech Forests), Brochure. Deutscher Forstwirtschaftsrat (DFWR - German Forestry Council). www.dfwr.de/
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Why the Trend Toward European Beech?
As the world economies globalize and
the demand for high-quality temperate
hardwoods increases, European beech
stands out as the world leader in many
categories.
European beech is the most available
and accessible temperate hardwood in
the world. As shown in the table, Europe
has more temperate hardwood available
than all the rest of the world combined.
Beech forests have become the prime
example of sustained, multifunctional
forestry—a forestry, which at the same
time allows for logging, environmental
protection and recreational use.

©2012 · Table of Contents
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North American Standing Timber Volume
How does European beech compare to North American hardwoods? First, the percentage
of standing timber volume in North America: There is more European beech standing than
the amount of the top three species in the U.S. combined.
Top 12 North American Hardwoods:
1. Red Oak 23%
2. White Oak 16%
3. Poplar 9%
4. Soft Maple 7%
5. Hard Maple 6%
6. Ash 4%
7. Aspen/Cottonwood 3%
8. Alder 3%
9. American Beech 3%
10. Cherry 2%
11. Birch 1%
12. Walnut 1%
13. All others 16%
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Reliable Sources for the Continued Supply of
Certified Sustainable Hardwoods
The two reliable sources for the continued supply of certified sustainable hardwoods are
Europe and North America.
Europe has the highest forest growth rate and the second highest volume of certified
forests. It has the highest volume of available and accessible hardwood standing timber,
50% of which is European beech. Germany has the most, and maintains the largest
production. In Europe, the two certification schemes, Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC,
www.fsc.org), and Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC,
www.pefc.org), are the most widely used.
North America has the second highest volume of available and accessible hardwood
standing timber, 54% of which comprises oaks and maples. North America has the second
highest forest growth rate and the highest volume of certified forests.
Together, Europe and North America supply over 75% of the world’s round wood through
actively managed forests. Together, these two reliable sources are positioned to take on
the increased demand for sustainable, legal, certified hardwood.
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Wood Certification: Proof of Origin
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Overview of PEFC
Certification according to the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification
(PEFC, www.pefc.org) standards is a transparent and independent monitoring system for
securing sustainability in forestry and thus an exemplary forestry use. All the forest owners
may voluntarily participate in it. PEFC is furthermore a verification system for proving the
origin: from certified forests over to wood processing industries up to finished products on
the shelves. With a certified forest area of more than 200 million hectares, PEFC is the
largest forestal label of proof in the world.
Since the foundation of PEFC Germany in 1999, more than 7 million hectares or roughly
two thirds of the German forest area have been certified. The most important standards
are:
• the promotion of mixed forest stands with appropriate tree species according to location
and soil conditions
• a ban on clear-cutting
• a ban on the use of herbicides, and
• periodic monitoring of the compliance with these regulations by independent certifying
bodies.
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Proof of Origin
Sustainable forestry has been practiced in Germany for more than 200 years and is legally
stipulated in the so-called “Bundeswaldgesetz” (federal law of forests). Sustainable forestry
generally means that only that amount of wood in terms of volume may be removed from
the forest which is re-growing in the same period of time. This is the prerequisite for
permanently preserving this valuable source of raw materials for future generations.
Nowadays, however, forests are no longer regarded only as a raw material source, but also
as a very important area of recreation for humans, as well as habitat for a multitude of
plants and animals. That is why, since the eighties, near-natural methods of sylviculture
have been implemented which allow for forestry use, conservation of nature and recreation
in the same area.
During the nineties, certification schemes for wood products started to establish
themselves, which guarantee raw material from exemplary forestry and supervise the
complete value-added chain of a wood product with the help of independent certifying
institutions. The original idea was to curb ruthless exploitation of the tropical rain forests.
But in the meantime, large parts of the European forests are certified. Apart from
sustainability in forest management, certification also ensures that ecological and social
aspects are taken into consideration.
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Proof of Origin PEFC and FSC
In general, it can be assumed that both proofs of origin, PEFC and FSC, equally make sure
that the raw material made of European wood is sourced from exemplary forestry.
However, in the central-European regions so rich in beech trees, the forest areas certified
by FSC are rather marginal compared to the ones certified by PEFC, which is why the
PEFC proof of origin is mainly used with sawn beech lumber.
Sawn beech timber as well as products made from beechwood are available without
problems and mostly without surcharge with a PEFC proof of origin. It is also worth
knowing that the certification schemes are using national standards. In this respect, the
forest standards of certification schemes in Germany count among the strictest in the
world. Therefore, it is assumed that German hardwood is a particularly valuable hardwood
in ecological terms.
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European Beech vs. North American Hardwoods
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European Beech Timber
European beech timber, also commonly known
under its Latin name “Fagus sylvatica,” is a lightcolored wood, with a closed cell structure; it is
very hard and abrasion-proof, and takes staining
very well. European beech timber can be used
for all interior applications. Furniture, interior
fitting, flooring, toys and pencils are but a few
examples of the many possibilities of use.
As far as optics are concerned, European beech
timber allows for numerous design alternatives
from “select /knots-free” to “redheart,” to coloring
by stain, lacquer, or oils. For exterior use,
however, European beech is not suited due to its
expansion and shrinking reactions according to
moisture content.
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European Beech Timber
Traditionally, European beech timber was offered
as waney-edged boards. These suffered more
often than not from non-uniform drying which
resulted in internal tension of the boards and
problems in processing them further. In modern
sawmills, European beech timber is produced as
square-edged material. A production stage of
technical drying and conditioning provides for a
homogeneous moisture content of 7–9% across
the whole cross-section of the boards. The tension
level of this timber is especially low and, in turn, it
provides a high degree of stability during
processing. After the drying stage, the timber is
carefully sorted into application-oriented grades
adapting the strict grading standards of the
National Hardwood Lumber Association (NHLA,
www.nhla.com). Thus, any wood processor is able
to use exactly that timber grade with the best
price/performance ratio for his product.
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Steamed or Unsteamed?
To improve its properties, a large part of today’s sawn European beech timber comes
steamed. The object of steaming is to kill possible pests and to equalize the moisture
content of the boards before the technical drying process sets in.
A common phenomenon associated with the steaming process is the change of color.
Depending on the duration of the steaming process, the reddish-white color of the wood
changes into a stronger red. This coloration is the result of an oxidation of the tanning
agents (chemical reaction with the oxygen
in the air). Another advantage of steaming
is that this color tone remains uniform.
Discoloration, known as greying of the core,
which may often occur in unsteamed
beechwood, is eliminated by the steaming
process.
Today’s trend in European beech timber is
“lightly steamed” boards. This combines the
advantages of steaming mentioned above
with keeping the wood a light color tone.
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Redheart
A special property of beech is the tendency of older trees to develop what is known as
“redheart” in the log, which distinguishes itself clearly from the white wood by a strong
reddish-brown coloring. Generating redheart is a natural process in living beech trees, in
which, simply put, provisional substances are transformed into chromophoric ingredients.
The pigmentation of the core is initiated by external factors. The most common causes
are branches that have broken off, and other injuries, which lead to oxygen entering the
wood fibers (xylem).
The physical properties of the wood are not affected
by the change in coloration. The quality of redhearted
beechwood is the same as the one of light-colored
beech, and it is just as exceptionally well-suited for
furniture and all areas of interior fittings. The natural
coloration of redhearted beech can be preserved in
the long term by treating the surface with UV-resistant
agents. By using redhearted beechwood, the excellent
physical properties of light beechwood can be combined with an extraordinarily
decorative appearance. This special feature is increasingly used with great benefit by
furniture designers and interior architects, which has resulted in the continuously growing
popularity of redhearted beech.
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European Beech vs. North American Hardwoods
The next eight slides compare the performance properties and traits of European beech
to some North American hardwoods. The chart on slide 43 compares over ten physical
properties that should be considered before specifying a hardwood for a particular
application. The higher numbers indicate a better trait quality. The information is based on
U.S. Forest Products Laboratory tests. For each performance category, a relatively highrated species is used as a benchmark and given a rating of either 10 or 100. All other
species are adjusted accordingly and assigned a relative number, which reflects its
position among all woods.

European Beech

American Alder

American White Oak
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American Red Oak

American Hard Maple

American Cherry

American Yellow Birch

American Soft Maple
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Comparison of Properties: Example #1
Property

European Beech

General
description

Normally white, pale cream or pale brown and is steamed to
relieve drying stresses while also bringing out a pinkish‐red
color.

The sapwood is creamy white, while the heartwood is light
brown to dark chocolate brown, occasionally with a purplish
cast and darker streaks. Can be supplied steamed to darken
sapwood, or left unsteamed.

Working
properties

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces an excellent smooth finish.
Dries fairly well at a moderate rate, and requires care in air‐
seasoning and kiln‐drying to prevent excessive shrinkage.

Works easily with hand and machine tools, and nails, screws
and glues well. Finishing properties allow it to hold paint and
stain very well, and to be polished to a high luster. Dries
slowly, and care is needed to avoid kilning degrade.

Physical
properties

Wood is fairly hard and has a fine and even texture. Has
exceptional steam‐bending properties, even when knots and
irregular grain are present. Can be bent to very small radii,
making it useful in the furniture industry.

Tough, hard timber of medium density. Strong in comparison
to weight, with moderate bending and crushing strengths,
and low stiffness.

Durability

Durable, close‐grained wood. Of the North American
hardwoods, only hickory has higher strength properties.

Rated as very resistant to heartwood decay. One of the most
durable woods even under conditions favorable to decay.
Sapwood is vulnerable to attack by powder post beetles.

Main uses

Lightly steamed beech is used in applications where clear
finishes are utilized to highlight the natural beauty of the
wood’s grain and color uniformity. Also used to mimic other,
more expensive woods such as maple, cherry, mahogany and
walnut. Common uses include cabinetry, high‐class joinery,
furniture, chairs, desks, domestic flooring, sliced veneer and
plywood. Also used in musical instruments, toys, sports
equipment, shoe heels, tool handles and wooden ware.

Among the most valuable furniture and cabinet timbers in the
U.S. Popular for architectural interiors, high‐class joinery,
doors, flooring, paneling, radio and television cabinets,
musical instrument cases and the like. Favored wood for
using in contrast with lighter colored timbers.

Price point

Moderate

Expensive

©2012 · Table of Contents
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Comparison of Properties: Example #2
Property

European Beech

General
description

Normally white, pale cream or pale brown and is steamed to
relieve drying stresses while also bringing out a pinkish‐red
color.

Sapwood is light colored, and the heartwood is light to dark
brown. Mostly straight‐grained with a medium to coarse
texture.

Working
properties

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces an excellent smooth finish.
Dries fairly well at a moderate rate, and requires care in air‐
seasoning and kiln‐drying to prevent excessive shrinkage.

Machines well, and nails and screws well, although pre‐boring
is advised. Also turns, carves and bends well. Its adhesive
properties are variable, but it sands, stains and polishes to a
good finish. Dries slowly, and care is needed to avoid
checking. Due to its high shrinkage, it can be susceptible to
movement in performance.

Physical
properties

Wood is fairly hard and has a fine and even texture. Has
exceptional steam‐bending properties, even when knots and
irregular grain are present. Can be bent to very small radii,
making it useful in the furniture industry.

Hard and heavy wood with medium bending and crushing
strength. Low in stiffness but very good in steam‐bending.

Durability

Durable, close‐grained wood. Of the North American
hardwoods, only hickory has higher strength properties.

Heartwood is quite durable under conditions favoring decay,
and is extremely resistant to preservative treatment.
Sapwood is moderately resistant to treatment.

Main uses

Lightly steamed beech is used in applications where clear
finishes are utilized to highlight the natural beauty of the
wood’s grain and color uniformity. Also used to mimic other,
more expensive woods such as maple, cherry, mahogany and
walnut. Common uses include cabinetry, high‐class joinery,
furniture, chairs, desks, domestic flooring, sliced veneer and
plywood. Also used in musical instruments, toys, sports
equipment, shoe heels, tool handles and wooden ware.

Common uses include construction, furniture, flooring,
architectural joinery, exterior joinery, moldings, doors,
kitchen cabinets, paneling, railway sleepers, timber bridges,
barrel staves, coffins and caskets. Can vary in color, texture,
characteristics and properties according to the growing
region.

Price point

Moderate

Moderate
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Comparison of Properties: Example #3
Property

European Beech

General
description

Normally white, pale cream or pale brown and is steamed to
relieve drying stresses while also bringing out a pinkish‐red
color.

Varies from rich red to reddish‐brown and will darken with
exposure to light. Can sometimes exhibit a greenish cast.
Sapwood is creamy white. May naturally contain brown pith
flecks and small gum pockets.

Working
properties

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces an excellent smooth finish.
Dries fairly well at a moderate rate, and requires care in air‐
seasoning and kiln‐drying to prevent excessive shrinkage.

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces a smooth, glass‐like finish.
Dries fairly quickly with moderately large shrinkage, but is
dimensionally stable after kilning.

Physical
properties

Wood is fairly hard and has a fine and even texture. Has
exceptional steam‐bending properties, even when knots and
irregular grain are present. Can be bent to very small radii,
making it useful in the furniture industry.

Moderately heavy and hard. Is of a medium density with
good wood‐bending properties. Has low stiffness, medium
strength and is resistant to shock.

Durability

Durable, close‐grained wood. Of the North American
hardwoods, only hickory has higher strength properties.

Rated as resistant to heartwood decay. Sapwood is
susceptible to attack by the common furniture beetle.
Heartwood is moderately resistant to preservative treatment.

Main uses

Lightly steamed beech is used in applications where clear
finishes are utilized to highlight the natural beauty of the
wood’s grain and color uniformity. Also used to mimic other,
more expensive woods such as maple, cherry, mahogany and
walnut. Common uses include cabinetry, high‐class joinery,
furniture, chairs, desks, domestic flooring, sliced veneer and
plywood. Also used in musical instruments, toys, sports
equipment, shoe heels, tool handles and wooden ware.

Considered a premier American cabinet wood, ranking
second only to walnut. Other common uses include furniture,
high‐class joinery, kitchen cabinets, moldings, paneling,
flooring, doors, boat interiors, musical instruments, turning
and carving.

Price point

Moderate

Expensive
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Comparison of Properties: Example #4
Property

European Beech

American Alder

General
description

Normally white, pale cream or pale brown and is steamed to
relieve drying stresses while also bringing out a pinkish‐red
color.

Almost white when freshly cut. On exposure to air, it changes
to light brown with a yellow or red tinge. Heartwood is a pale
roseate with a low luster and is formed only in trees of
advanced age. Wood has a fairly straight grain with a very
fine, uniform texture.

Working
properties

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces an excellent smooth finish.
Dries fairly well at a moderate rate, and requires care in air‐
seasoning and kiln‐drying to prevent excessive shrinkage.

Fine machining and finishing characteristics. Nails, screws and
glues well, and can be sanded, painted or stained to blend
with more expensive woods such as walnut, mahogany or
cherry. Dries easily with good dimensional stability.

Physical
properties

Wood is fairly hard and has a fine and even texture. Has
exceptional steam‐bending properties, even when knots and
irregular grain are present. Can be bent to very small radii,
making it useful in the furniture industry.

Lightweight for a hardwood, red alder is relatively soft with
medium density. It has low bending strength and stiffness,
and has relatively good impact resistance.

Durability

Durable, close‐grained wood. Of the North American
hardwoods, only hickory has higher strength properties.

Wood is non‐resistant to heartwood decay, and is liable to
attack by the common furniture beetle. But it is permeable
for preservation treatment.

Main uses

Lightly steamed beech is used in applications where clear
finishes are utilized to highlight the natural beauty of the
wood’s grain and color uniformity. Also used to mimic other,
more expensive woods such as maple, cherry, mahogany and
walnut. Common uses include cabinetry, high‐class joinery,
furniture, chairs, desks, domestic flooring, sliced veneer and
plywood. Also used in musical instruments, toys, sports
equipment, shoe heels, tool handles and wooden ware.

Common uses include furniture, kitchen cabinets, doors,
interior moldings, turnings, carving and kitchen utensils. Also
excellent for upholstery framing due to superior tack‐holding
capabilities.

Price point

Moderate

Moderate
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Comparison of Properties: Example #5
Property

European Beech

General
description

Normally white, pale cream or pale brown and is steamed to
relieve drying stresses while also bringing out a pinkish‐red
color.

Sapwood is creamy white with a slight reddish‐brown tinge.
Heartwood varies from light to dark reddish‐brown. Both
sapwood and heartwood can contain pith fleck. Wood has a
fine texture and is generally straight‐grained, but it can also
occur as “curly,” “fiddleback,” and “birds‐eye” figure.

Working
properties

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces an excellent smooth finish.
Dries fairly well at a moderate rate, and requires care in air‐
seasoning and kiln‐drying to prevent excessive shrinkage.

Dries slowly with a large shrinkage factor. Susceptible to
movement in performance. Pre‐boring is recommended
when nailing and screwing. With care it machines well and
can be stained and polished to an outstanding finish.

Physical
properties

Wood is fairly hard and has a fine and even texture. Has
exceptional steam‐bending properties, even when knots and
irregular grain are present. Can be bent to very small radii,
making it useful in the furniture industry.

Hard and heavy with good strength properties reflected by its
high resistance to abrasion and wear. It also has good steam‐
bending properties.

Durability

Durable, close‐grained wood. Of the North American
hardwoods, only hickory has higher strength properties.

Rated as slightly or non‐resistant to heartwood decay.
Sapwood is liable to attack by furniture beetles. Heartwood is
resistant to preservative treatment. Sapwood is permeable.

Main uses

Lightly steamed beech is used in applications where clear
finishes are utilized to highlight the natural beauty of the
wood’s grain and color uniformity. Also used to mimic other,
more expensive woods such as maple, cherry, mahogany and
walnut. Common uses include cabinetry, high‐class joinery,
furniture, chairs, desks, domestic flooring, sliced veneer and
plywood. Also used in musical instruments, toys, sports
equipment, shoe heels, tool handles and wooden ware.

Leading wood for flooring in residences, schools, skating
rinks, bowling alleys and more. It is also popular for furniture,
paneling, kitchen cabinets, worktops and tabletops, stairs,
handrails, moldings and doors.

Price point

Moderate

Moderate
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Comparison of Properties: Example #6
Property

European Beech

General
description

Normally white, pale cream or pale brown and is steamed to
relieve drying stresses while also bringing out a pinkish‐red
color.

Sapwood is white to light brown and subject to faint blue
stain. Heartwood is a pinkish‐reddish brown. Similar in
appearance to white oak, but with less pronounced figure
due to smaller rays. Straight‐grained with a coarse texture.

Working
properties

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces an excellent smooth finish.
Dries fairly well at a moderate rate, and requires care in air‐
seasoning and kiln‐drying to prevent excessive shrinkage.

Turns, carves and bends well. Nailing and screwing is good
although pre‐boring is recommended. Dries slowly with a
tendency to split and warp. High shrinkage and susceptible to
movement in performance.

Physical
properties

Wood is fairly hard and has a fine and even texture. Has
exceptional steam‐bending properties, even when knots and
irregular grain are present. Can be bent to very small radii,
making it useful in the furniture industry.

Very hard, heavy and strong, with medium bending strength
and stiffness, and high crushing strength. Very good for
steam‐bending. Southern red oak has more rapid growth than
northern red oak and tends to be harder and heavier.

Durability

Durable, close‐grained wood. Of the North American
hardwoods, only hickory has higher strength properties.

Moderately easy to treat with preservatives. Not water‐
resistant, and the heartwood is not particularly durable under
conditions favoring decay.

Main uses

Lightly steamed beech is used in applications where clear
finishes are utilized to highlight the natural beauty of the
wood’s grain and color uniformity. Also used to mimic other,
more expensive woods such as maple, cherry, mahogany and
walnut. Common uses include cabinetry, high‐class joinery,
furniture, chairs, desks, domestic flooring, sliced veneer and
plywood. Also used in musical instruments, toys, sports
equipment, shoe heels, tool handles and wooden ware.

Common uses include construction, furniture, flooring,
architectural interiors, internal joinery and moldings, doors,
kitchen cabinets, paneling, coffins and caskets.

Price point

Moderate

Moderate
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Comparison of Properties: Example #7
Property

European Beech

General
description

Normally white, pale cream or pale brown and is steamed to
relieve drying stresses while also bringing out a pinkish‐red
color.

White sapwood and light reddish‐brown heartwood.
Generally straight‐grained with a fine, uniform texture.

Working
properties

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces an excellent smooth finish.
Dries fairly well at a moderate rate, and requires care in air‐
seasoning and kiln‐drying to prevent excessive shrinkage.

Works fairly easily. Good machining and finishing
characteristics and takes stain and polish well. Dries rather
slowly with little degrade. Moderately high shrinkage and is
susceptible to movement in performance.

Physical
properties

Wood is fairly hard and has a fine and even texture. Has
exceptional steam‐bending properties, even when knots and
irregular grain are present. Can be bent to very small radii,
making it useful in the furniture industry.

Moderately heavy, hard and strong. Very good wood‐bending
properties with good crushing strength and shock resistance.

Durability

Durable, close‐grained wood. Of the North American
hardwoods, only hickory has higher strength properties.

Non‐resistant to heartwood decay, and is liable to attack by
common furniture beetles. Heartwood is moderately
resistant to preservative treatment, but sapwood is
permeable.

Main uses

Lightly steamed beech is used in applications where clear
finishes are utilized to highlight the natural beauty of the
wood’s grain and color uniformity. Also used to mimic other,
more expensive woods such as maple, cherry, mahogany and
walnut. Common uses include cabinetry, high‐class joinery,
furniture, chairs, desks, domestic flooring, sliced veneer and
plywood. Also used in musical instruments, toys, sports
equipment, shoe heels, tool handles and wooden ware.

Common uses include furniture, internal joinery and paneling,
doors, flooring, kitchen cabinets, turnings and toys. Birch
veneer is used extensively in lower‐priced cabinets and
furniture. It is also the most popular of the decorative woods
available in plywood form.

Price point

Moderate

Moderate
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Comparison of Properties: Example #8
Property

European Beech

General
description

Normally white, pale cream or pale brown and is steamed to
relieve drying stresses while also bringing out a pinkish‐red
color.

Sapwood is grayish white, sometimes with darker colored
pith flecks. Heartwood varies from light to dark reddish‐
brown. Straight‐ and close‐grained, and fine‐textured.
Lumber is generally sold unselected for color.

Working
properties

Easy to machine, nails and glues well, and when sanded,
stained and polished, it produces an excellent smooth finish.
Dries fairly well at a moderate rate, and requires care in air‐
seasoning and kiln‐drying to prevent excessive shrinkage.

Machines well, and can be stained and polished to an
excellent finish. It glues, screws and nails satisfactorily. It
dries slowly with minimal degrade, and there is little
movement in performance.

Physical
properties

Wood is fairly hard and has a fine and even texture. Has
exceptional steam‐bending properties, even when knots and
irregular grain are present. Can be bent to very small radii,
making it useful in the furniture industry.

About 25% less hard than hard maple. Medium bending and
crushing strength. Low in stiffness and shock resistance.
Density is similar to that of magnolia and gum. Good steam‐
bending properties. Some lumber can contain spot worm
holes.

Durability

Durable, close‐grained wood. Of the North American
hardwoods, only hickory has higher strength properties.

Non‐resistant to decay and insect attack. Heartwood is
moderately resistant to preservative treatment, but the
sapwood is permeable.

Main uses

Lightly steamed beech is used in applications where clear
finishes are utilized to highlight the natural beauty of the
wood’s grain and color uniformity. Also used to mimic other,
more expensive woods such as maple, cherry, mahogany and
walnut. Common uses include cabinetry, high‐class joinery,
furniture, chairs, desks, domestic flooring, sliced veneer and
plywood. Also used in musical instruments, toys, sports
equipment, shoe heels, tool handles and wooden ware.

Common uses include furniture, paneling, interior joinery,
kitchen cabinets, moldings, doors, musical instruments, and
turnings. Soft maple is often used as a substitute for hard
maple or stained to resemble other species such as cherry. Its
physical and working properties also make it a possible
substitute for beech.

Price point

Moderate

Moderate
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Physical Properties: Hardwood Species Comparison
Physical Property/
Trait Quality

American
Red Oak

American American
White Oak Hard
Maple

American
Soft
Maple

Color Uniformity

80

80

90

90

Character

100

90

90

Finishing Ability

80

80

Gluing

90

Joint Strength

European
Beech

American
Alder

American
Cherry

American
Yellow
Birch

American
Black
Walnut

100

90

70

90

70

90

100

90

100

90

100

100

90

100

100

100

100

90

80

90

100

90

100

90

90

80

100

100

95

90

100

90

96

90

70

Sanding

100

90

80

90

100

100

90

90

90

Machining

92

93

92

80

96

92

96

85

90

Post Strength

73

86

84

53

88

62

73

56

50

Stiffness

80

90

86

51

97

67

73

67

58

Side Hardness

77

78

80

38

80

32

52

50

34

End Hardness

82

90

95

59

95

51

76

46

35

Shock Impact
Resistance

78

82

71

45

88

36

53

62

42

Bending Strength

81

94

98

59

98

67

80

67

55

*Higher numbers indicate better trait quality
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Physical Properties: Hardwood Species Comparison
This chart provides a summary overview of the total number of points each species
achieved on the physical property/trait quality chart found on the previous slide. The total
on the far right includes points awarded for the percentage of availability of the species (as
shown on slide 23).
Position

Species

Trait Qualities:
Total # of Points

% of Standing
Hardwoods in
Europe and America

Total

1

European Beech

1232

50

1282

2

American Hard Maple

1151

6

1157

3

American White Oak

1133

16

1149

4

American Red Oak

1113

23

1136

5

American Cherry

1049

2

1051

6

American Yellow Birch

983

1

984

7

American Alder

977

3

980

8

American Soft Maple

935

7

942

9

American Black Walnut

864

1

865
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Benefits of Using European Beech
Availability
• European beech is the world’s most accessible and available hardwood.
Sustainability
• European beech is the world’s most sustainable certified hardwood.
Durability
• European beech is a very strong, hard, and durable, close-grained hardwood.
• When compared to North American hardwood species, only hickory has higher strength
properties. European beech is used for many industrial applications like flooring,
pulleys, workbenches, chairs and more.
Machinability
• Although it is very hard and strong, European beech has exceptional machining
characteristics. It ranks equal to American cherry in the five operations: shaping,
turning, mortising, planing, and boring.
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Benefits of Using European Beech
Finishability
• With its tight, fine grain and uniform color, European beech dresses to a very smooth
texture, sands to a high polish, and takes practically any type of finish well.
• Stains and glazes can include everything from natural to cordovan.
• European beech is widely used to mimic more expensive woods like walnut, cherry and
mahogany.
Affordability
• Due to European beech’s availability, production can continue to increase with demand,
which will keep pricing very consistent. European beech is very affordable and a great
value when compared to other woods with similar physical and aesthetic properties.
• As the world’s demand for hardwoods continues to outpace supply, European beech is
quickly becoming the wood of choice. Whether you manufacture or sell kitchen
cabinets, architectural moldings and millwork, interior doors and trim, residential and
and commercial furniture, store fixtures or flooring, European beech is one wood with
endless possibilities.
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European Beech Applications
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Flooring
The Janka Hardness Scale is a wood flooring
industry standard used to test the ability of a
particular species to tolerate normal wear and
denting, and to determine the effort required to
saw or nail the wood. More specifically, the test is
a measurement of the force necessary to embed
a .444-inch steel ball to half its diameter in wood.
On the Janka Hardness Scale, European beech
scores 1390, just below hard maple with 1450,
with hickory/pecan being number one at 1820.
European beech flooring offers a close-grained,
contemporary appearance. It sands to a high
polish and mimics more expensive hardwoods
when stained.
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European Beech Flooring: Stains
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European Beech Flooring

Antiqued look

Washed look
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Waxed/oiled finish

Natural look

Rustic look
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Cabinetry
European beech’s fine, tight, close-grained and contemporary look provides the cabinetry
industry a terrific option to open-grained hardwoods such as red oak and white oak, and an
alternative to the close-grained woods like maple, birch, cherry, and alder. The hardness of
European beech makes it a more durable choice for cabinetry than all American
hardwoods (other than hickory). Although it has virtually the same hardness as hard maple,
it does not exhibit the propensity for tearing out the grain when machining.
The color uniformity and clarity of European beech lumber, combined with the wider widths,
allows the manufacturer to get better yields and better throughput, and use less labor,
which adds up to lower outbound costs compared to that of many other hardwoods.
The porosity of European beech allows it to take stains much more readily than other
hardwoods. The stains penetrate more quickly and deeply without hiding the grain pattern,
allowing even the darkest stains to still show the natural wood grain and texture.
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European Beech Cabinetry

Only about 10% of the European beech lumber
production produces this organic redheart look.
Designers often use this naturally induced color
to accentuate the grain of the wood.
This “almost-bare look” has simple, clean lines
and a uniform color. European beech creates a
very modern, contemporary look of simple form
and function.
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European Beech Cabinetry

This kitchen in a home in Rancho Santa Fe,
California, an exclusive area on the coast, was
one of the first developments in the U.S. where
European beech was used.
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At about 60% of the cost of walnut, European
beech is used here to create a modern color,
uniform walnut look at a much lower price point.
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European Beech Cabinetry
Country, modern, contemporary, traditional, transitional, natural, dark, light, medium,
opaque, translucent, natural—European beech accepts many finishing treatments.
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Doors and Millwork
European beech is an ideal hardwood for doors and millwork because it sheds its limbs at
a young age and creates a large percentage of clear, no-defect, color-uniform fiber for
wide, long, clear millwork and door applications. The color uniformity of European beech
provides the consumer with a choice of any color or finish from clear to dark stains, without
the blotchy look that many hardwoods struggle with. The large availability of clear, uniform
color, sorted to 1' lengths and sorted to 1" widths, also allows the manufacturer to lower
waste factor and increase both yield and throughput, lowering the outbound cost of the end
product.
The flexibility and machinability of European beech enables the creation of intricate
patterns in the millwork process. The durability of European beech makes doors and
millwork that will withstand much more abuse, and last much longer than traditional woods
and composites that are used for doors and millwork, such as alder, poplar, soft maple,
MDF, hardboard, hemlock, fir and others.
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European Beech Doors and Millwork

Fire-rated doors at a concert hall

European beech has good acoustical
qualities. Using more wood on ceilings
is becoming more popular in
commercial and residential buildings.
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The Donald and Maureen Green Music Center, Sonoma
State University, Rohnert Park, California, is the single,
largest structure in North America containing the most
solid European beech. All the hardwood, but the stage
and flooring, is European beech.
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European Beech Doors and Millwork
Rift sawn veneers were used for the door panels, which match up very nicely to the plain
sawn lumber used to make all the millwork. Due to the light color and the color uniformity of
European beech, most millwork can use plain sawn lumber as it still matches the rift panels
well; it also saves a lot of wasted wood fiber, as plain sawing is more than 30% more
efficient in yield recovery from the tree.
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European Beech Ceiling Panels and Trim
This impressive structure was made with European beech
veneer. The hand railing, baseboards, window trim and
solid wood supports were all made of solid European
beech. This modern look is used in commercial interiors
to create a light, bright, clean look.

Ceiling trim

Used in over 1000 stores across the U.S., a consultation office constructed of European beech was
added on to a pharmacy. Using European beech, rather than the proposed aluminum, saved over
3,000,000 lbs. of carbon emissions. A rich mahogany stain was used to crate a modern, contemporary
environment.
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Furniture
European beech is also an ideal hardwood for furniture because it is very strong and
durable, and will last for thousands of years, if treated with care. Much of the furniture
manufactured today is made with softer hardwoods like alder, poplar, and soft maple, all of
which will dent and scratch over time.
The machining aspect of European beech is a positive attribute because intricate patterns
and fine details can be accentuated. Today’s wide range of stains and paint colors make
European beech a perfect canvas for the furniture artist.
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European Beech Church Furniture
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European Beech Restaurant Furniture
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European Beach Furniture Inlays
European beech is the perfect hardwood to mix with other dark hardwoods to accentuate
them. The color uniformity of European beech allows it to be used as the main hardwood
in the pieces shown below, with inlays of other hardwoods.
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European Beech Dining Furniture
European beech was
used to create a dark
mahogany look in a
modern, solid dining
suite.

European beech was used to give
this dining room furniture a dark
cherry look. European beech
provides the added benefits of
strength, hardness and durability
over cherry, which is much softer,
and dents and scratches easily.
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The color uniformity of
European beech helped
to create beautiful,
finished, solid wood
casegoods, without all
the wild grain patterns.
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European Beech Dining Furniture

Only those trees that get stressed get redheart centers. This natural redheart look is a
favorite in parts of Europe.
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European Beech Office and Hospitality Furniture

The table is
made of
American cherry,
and the floor is
European beech.

Notice how even though stained with
a dark finish, it is possible to still see
the distinct grain of the wood. Other
close-grained hardwoods would look
dull with such a dark finish.
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The table is finished with a natural, hand-rubbed
linseed oil. The chairs are stained with a medium
brown-tone stain, and the flooring, also European
beech, has a water-based dye stain.
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European Beech Bedroom Furniture
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European Beech Furniture
The superior machining aspects of European beech are very apparent when looking at the
fine detail of these desks made of solid wood.
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Miscellaneous Hardwood Products
In addition to flooring, cabinetry, doors and millwork, and furniture, European beech can be
used to make:
• baseball bats
• closet interiors and shelving
• fireplace mantles
• musical instruments
• saunas
• shutters
• toys, and
• much more.

Please remember the exam password TOY. You will be required to enter it in
order to proceed with the on-line examination.
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Baseball Bats
“With the maple bats breaking, Major League Baseball needs a sound alternative.
European beech,” said Adam Dunn of the Chicago White Sox, “is a perfect mix of ash and
beech. There is a certain ‘pop’ off the bat that sounds like a musical instrument when the
ball is hit.” Adam Dunn hit two 530' home runs with a European beech bat made by
Louisville Slugger.
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Musical Instruments, Games, and Toys

Steinway Pianos made in Germany are full of
intricate, moving, interior parts made from
beech.
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Durable and strong, European beech makes
games and toys that will last a lifetime, or longer.
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Shutters, Closet Interiors, Saunas, and Mantels
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Surface Treatments for European Beech
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Staining Wood
There are too many stains, processes, types of finishing equipment, finishing techniques,
products, and processes to write about them all here, but below are basic ideas to assist a
finisher in achieving a specified look of finish on European beech.
All wood species are generally hygroscopic (able to absorb and de-absorb moisture from
their surrounding environment) and will absorb stains and finishes differently depending on
their porosity and cell structure. Some hardwoods like hard maple resist the absorption of
stains since the grain structure is tight and its interlocking cells are small. European beech,
although it is as hard as hard maple, has larger pores and does not have the same tight,
interlocking grain. Both species are contemporary, close-grained woods that sand to a
smooth texture, finish to a high polish, and do not look “heavy-grained” when stained or
finished like open-grained hardwoods such as oak. Since hard maple does not take stains
deeply, it requires multiple coats and will eventually lose almost all signs that it is a wood
surface that is being treated. The stain slowly begins to hide the grain, especially on darker
finishes.
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Staining European Beech
European beech, on the other hand, even though it sands to a high polish, will absorb
more stain and will show the grain of the wood, even when the darkest finishes are
applied. If the desired look is to mute the grain, the use of a sanding sealer to fill the pores
of the wood allows European beech to achieve that look as well.
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Protecting and Finishing Wood
We finish and stain wood to preserve the items we design and create. We want to protect it
from gaining moisture (swelling), prevent dirt from clogging its natural pores, enhance its
color and grain, and bring out its natural, inherent beauty.
An important prerequisite of an impeccable staining result is a thorough sanding of the
wood. While the mostly coarse pre-sanding is responsible for leveling the wooden surface
and for removing rough spots like glue stains, the polishing process is providing the
necessary smoothness for an immaculate staining result. Final sanding is always done in
the direction of the wood fibers, without exerting too much pressure, so that protruding
wood fibers are not pressed down but rather cut off. Many books have been written on this
topic, but here are some basic steps to remember:
• Use a good quality sandpaper (i.e. carbide).
• Sandpaper that is 180 grit is sufficient. Over-sanding wastes time and money, and may
cause the finish to not bind well.
• Round all edges since stains and finishes do not bind well to a square edge (think of it
in terms of trying to get finish to stay on the edge of a razor blade), and
• Ensure sanding is uniform, no over- or under-sanding, and watch for glue spots.
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Staining European Beech
For European beech, water-based dye stains work the best. When water-based dye stains
are used, the wood surface appears more uniform, unlike the blotchy or gritty appearance
which often happens when oil-based wipe-on/wipe-off stains are used. This common
problem occurs because when the oil stain is wiped off, it leaves behind asphaltom or
gilsonite (dark, tar-based colorants) which lodge into the pores of the wood. This residue
also causes the wood grain to “pop”. If oil-based stains are used, a spray, no-wipe
technique will minimize or reduce the grain pop or the gritty, blotchy look.
Colorants that readily flow into the grain and wipe off clean will leave behind a wood
surface that has more grain definition. Colorants that penetrate the hardwood and cannot
be wiped off clean will diminish the grain patterns. Also, lower viscosity stains tend to
provide more grain definition, and higher viscosity stains tend to provide less grain
definition.
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Conventional Staining Process: Advantages
Conventional application of stain is generally a “spray and wipe” process using solventbased stains. The stain is sprayed on, wiped off, and then allowed to dry. Since a wiping
stain is formulated to dry slowly, it provides what is known as “open time”—time to wipe the
stain evenly.
Advantages:
• Wiping stains require relatively little training.
• Heavier pigments in these stains enhance the grain in open-pore woods such as oak
and hickory, producing a strong grain strike.
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Conventional Staining Process: Disadvantages
Time, Application, and Aesthetics
• Wiping stains on woods such as beech, maple, and birch usually requires a pretreatment to reduce blotchy results. From solid woods to veneers, uniformity of color is
not always even. Application of a wiping stain takes three to four times longer than that
of a spray-only stain. Dry times may vary from 45 minutes to several hours. Deep colors
usually require an additional color step such as a spray-only pre-stain. Bleed-back of
stain from pores and crevices between frames and panels is a common occurrence and
requires additional labor for re-wetting and removal.
Toxicity
• Solvent-based stains are high in VOCs and emit toxic fumes that harm the environment
and pose a health risk to those who use them. The fumes are absorbed not only
through the lungs, but also through the eye membranes and the skin.
Waste
• Wiping stains must be removed by hand. Rag marks and hand prints are inevitable,
costing time and money to repair. A considerable amount of the wiping stain is wasted,
since as much stain is left in the rags as is on the wood. The stain rags, themselves, are
waste, and they must be dried and disposed of carefully. Used rags are flammable and
pose a fire risk.
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Water-Based Dye Stains: Advantages
European water-based dye stains, also known as hydro stains, are formulated to penetrate
wood like a solvent-based stain, but have none of the disadvantages listed on the previous
slide.
Time, Application, and Aesthetics
• Many existing colors can be matched with the hydro stains. For beech and maples,
European hydro stain technology is considerably more uniform than any wiping stain. In
many cases, deep colors are achieved in one step rather than two. Dry times of hydro
stains are twice as fast as the fastest wiping stain, and factoring in a spray application
and in-house color matching, staining cost in labor and material may be lowered by
30% or more.
Waste
• Making the stain when it is needed and only mixing the amount required minimizes
waste and cuts costs. In addition, the woodshop does not have to rely and wait on an
outside supplier.
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Water-Based Dye Stains: Advantages
Toxicity
• Water-based dye stains and hydro stains are
considered green. The VOCs from staining are
virtually eliminated. Hydro stains achieve
maximum uniformity on difficult to stain woods
such as beech and maple. Pre-treatment of
these woods is eliminated. Because wood is
made with water, hydro stains have a natural
relationship with wood; they are therefore the
most user-friendly of spray stain applications.
Hydro stains are compatible with most finishes.
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Water-Based Dye Stains: Disadvantages
Aesthetics
• Not all stain effects can be replaced with the hydro stains. Open-pore woods such as
oak and hickory achieve maximum grain strike with wiping stains.
Note, optional specialty colors may be offered with the use of hydro stains as a prestain under a solvent-based wiping stain. This achieves the deepest of colors with
clarity, uniformity and definition.
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Summary and Resources
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Course Summary
•

Using more wood and wood-based products for interior and exterior applications (i.e.
framed structures, finishes and flooring, furniture) can help combat climate change.

•

Wood is 50% carbon-negative and neutral if burned.

•

Temperate hardwoods are sustainable and naturally reseed themselves.

•

European beech is the most available, accessible, and sustainable hardwood on earth.

•

European beech is certified sustainable by FSC and PEFC.

•

European beech is durable and strong, but also machinable, color-uniform, and
stainable, thereby offering a wide range of flexibility to meet the aesthetic and
performance requirements of any project.
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Resources
The following Web resources and documents available for download were accessed June 4, 2012.
• Architectural Woodwork Institute Website. www.awinet.org
• CEI-Bois. The European Confederation of Woodworking Industries. www.cei-bois.org
• “Tackle Climate Change: Use Wood.” CEI-Bois. The European Confederation of Woodworking Industries. www.ceibois.org/files/b03500-p01-84-ENG.pdf

•

Deutscher Forstwirtschaftsrat (DFWR - German Forestry Council). www.dfwr.de/
• “Buchenwälder” (Beech Forests), Brochure. Deutscher Forstwirtschaftsrat (DFWR - German Forestry Council).

•
•

european-beech.com Website. Pollmeier. http://european-beech.pollmeier.com/us/
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Website. www.fao.org/forestry/fra/fra2005/en/
• “Global Forest Resources Assessment 2005.” Forestry Paper 147. FAO.
www.fao.org/docrep/008/a0400e/a0400e00.htm

•

Forest Products Society. www.forestprod.com
• Lippke, Bruce; Wilson, Jim; Perez-Garcia, John; Bowyer, Jim; and Meil, Jamie. “CORRIM: Life-Cycle Environmental
Performance of Renewable Building Materials.” Forest Products Journal 54.6, 2008.
www.corrim.org/pubs/articles/2004/FPJ_Sept2004.pdf

•
•

Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) Website. www.fsc.org
Naturally: Wood. Forestry Innovation Investment. www.naturallywood.com
• “Tackle Climate Change: Use Wood” (Canadian Edition). Naturally: Wood. Forestry Innovation Investment, October
2009.www.naturallywood.com/sites/default/files/Tackle-Climate-Change-Use-Wood.pdf

•

Hardwood Review. Hardwood Publishing. www.hardwoodreview.com
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Resources
The following Web resources and documents available for download were accessed June 4, 2012.
• National Hardwood Lumber Association (NHLA) Website. www.nhla.com
• Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) Website. www.pefc.org
• Pollmeier Inc.Website. www.pollmeier.com/us/home
• United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Website.
www.unece.org/trans/danger/publi/ghs/ghs_welcome_e.html
• Puumalainen, Dr. Janna. “Structural, Compositional and Functional Aspects of Forest Biodiversity in Europe.”
Geneva Timber and Forest Discussion Papers, 2001. UNECE. www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/timber/docs/dp/dp22.pdf

Books
• Lawson, Bill. Building Materials, Energy and the Environment: Towards Ecologically Sustainable
Development. The Royal Australian Institute of Architects, 1996.
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Course Evaluations
In order to maintain high-quality learning experiences, please access the evaluation for this
course by logging into CES Discovery and clicking on the Course Evaluation link on the left
side of the page.
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Conclusion
If you desire AIA/CES and/or state licensing
continuing education credits, please click on the
button below to commence your on-line
examination. Upon successful (80% or better)
completion of the exam, please print your
Certificate of Completion.
For additional knowledge and post-seminar
assistance, please visit the Ask an Expert forum
(click on the link above and bookmark it in your
browser).

©2012 Pollmeier Inc. The material contained in this course was researched,
assembled, and produced by Pollmeier Inc. and remains its property. Questions
or concerns about the content of this course should be directed to the program
instructor.

If you have colleagues that might benefit from
this seminar, please let them know. Feel free to
revisit the AEC Daily web site to download
additional programs from the On-line Learning
Center.

Click Here To Take The Test
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